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It gives me immense pleasure to pen a few words
as a prologue to our News Letter
TECHNOJYOTI
exclusively
meant
for
executing the latent talent of our GITA family
which bears immense potential of sharpening the
creativity, happenings and on-campus activity. I
congratulate all the contributors and the editorial
board for bringing out this aesthetic piece
studded with information and knowledge.
Empowering students for their all round
development through education and co-curricular
activities is our sole and cherished motto.
Today education does not mean merely acquiring knowledge but
demands acquisition of knowledge and skills, building character
and improving employability of our young talents and preparing
them for future leadership. GITA, Bhubaneswar presents a happy
blend of traditional and modern education where knowledge is
imparted to the students so that they may occupy a better place in
the modern competitive world and develop all round personalities
retaining the beauty of mind and intellect as well as of soul. I
really feel proud of our Alumni who are holding responsible
position in social, political and economic life of the nation. All
these could come into reality only for the dedicated and strenuous
efforts of the able managing committee, hardworking and
experienced faculty and also with the whole-hearted co-operation
of the people of the locality to whom I am highly grateful. The
present times, marked by a chaotic situation, cut - throat
competition and insensitivity towards others, demand rethinking
on how best education can contribute for a peaceful coexistence of
all. No one can deny the pivotal role education has to play in this
century to bring about the much desired catharsis of our society
plagued by violence, hatred, anger, frustration, lawlessness and
uncaring feeling for others. I wish all the best for all our students,
and the members of the institution who reiterate their aims at
providing the best in academic and extra-curricular fields. We
must believe that success is inevitable where these existForesightedness, Firm Determination, Hard work and Discipline.
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STAY SNAKE SAFE…
SAFE…
An App That Can Help Snake Bite Victims

KICKING OFF…
Gita Vintage (Alumni) Bangalore Chapter

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL…
An Event On Prevention Of Suicide

Er. Chinmaya Kumar, GITA Alumnus

TECH ACTIVITY…
TEQIPTEQIP-III
TEQIP - III is a BPUT sponsored International Conference on Recent Advances
in Computer Science, Soft Computing and Information Technology, which was
held in our campus in association with VTU & AKU from 20th - 22nd
December, 2019.

Address by
Prof.(Dr.) Sunil Sarangi

TECHNOLOGY TOGETHER …
NIPF 2020 AT A GLANCE

GITA CULTURAL WEEK ….
Akansha, Ahwaan, Innovizon
Gandhi Institute for Technological Advancement (GITA) recently celebrated its
Annual Cultural Week in the month of March. The fest week is a chance for the
students to showcase their talents on stage. It’s a welcome break for the students
who for these 6 days put their books aside and don party hats.
The fest week celebrates youth and vigor in all its form be it physical, intellectual
or extra-curricular talents. The fest week was inaugurated with a lot pomp and
splendor by Prof. (Dr.) Chandradwaj Panda, Hon’ble Secretary, Sri Biranchi
Narayan Panda, Hon’ble Vice Chairman; Dr. M.K.Roul, The Principal; Cdr. (Dr.) P.K.
Routray, the Dean Administration; Prof. Kunal Pattnaik& Prof. Saqti Mohanty,
Vice-President Cultural Society.
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